
next-helsinki !
„the possibility to create something together“!
!
social cooperation as a principle!!
the project can be a cooperation between the Finland government / the city of Helsinki and the Guggenheim foundation.!
the proposal of the planned project give a few possibilities to handle this cooperation, but none of them offer more than a financial 
solution. !!
the state and the city of Helsinki are passive parts around the guggenheim foundation, as it is the use to handle projects in these size.!!!
…but what would happen if all the actors in these project are in an active-social collaboration?!!!!!!

it could be a new step, a new architecture, a new social space and a new way of thinking culture!!
-the next helsinki-!!!

the Guggenheim foundation get a part of the building for themselves and share some other parts with the cultural community of Finland 
and the city of Helsinki, so everyone can react for their needs. these project can combine and reflect all the benefits of an international 
contemporary museum and the needs of a capital like Helsinki in Finland.!!
„the possibility to connect people.“!
!!!



the collaboration in an small overview!!
the shared part of the building offers a permanent exhibition and public walk-thoughts on, in and outside of the 
building structure with combined interests of both. this gallery organizes the specific site, surrounding and 
landscape of the harbor related to the city. !!
the open and commercial space collect functions to a cultural machine and generates a bundled 
diversity for the whole society. open galleries for young artists, schools, universities. workshop-
spaces for Finland art in collaboration with international art, a cinema, restaurant, mini-shops for 
special needs, an auditorium, small concert hall and experimentation labs.!!
the connected stand-alone museum is directly integrated in this cultural process and work as a 
direct face-off with the choice to be what they want. it will have also outside galleries, so the art 
have the chance to exchange and generate new spectators.!!
a sculptural-park connects the site with a bridge to the existing one and gives the 
panorama-harbor walk a turnaround to other beautiful places. the walkthrough bring new 
users to all the connected areas.!!!
the project overall is an cultural intervention and a conversion of the grey-field to a next step in Finland's culture. without any 
aggression to the existing, well working surrounding the walkthrough bring several functions like a an open book/ liberty wall 
and interactive architectural inventions.!

„the possibility to create space.“!

Introducing: Culture Identities, design for museums, theaters, and cultural institutions, ISBN 978-3-89955-474-8; Gestalten!
„Now that culture is for everyone and everyone is for culture, culture is everywhere.“!



!
collecting functions creates space!
! !!

this project takes existing!
social and cultural services!
from the surrounding and 
integrate these into the new 
cultural gathering and fill the 
empty spaces with social, 
specific needs and interests !
of society.!!
!
!!
one example_ cinema: !!!
the architecture is unique and !
creates room qualities who can!
be refilled by many potentialities.! ! !!!!!!!!!
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BOOK-WALL

MOVEMENT-WALL

OPEN_TERRASSE

TURNARROUND

REFILLED_PART!
SHARED_EXHIBITIONS

OPEN_GALLERY

PARK_ROCKS

CONTEMPORARY_ART_MUSEUM

OPEN_SPACE!
CONNECTING_FOYER

OPEN_AIR_POSSIBILITIES_ON_THE_ROOF

BRIDGE

BRIDGE

BRIDGES

NEW-STALLS

the project offers 12 
different kinds of room 
sizes. they can be 
configured and switched. 
in summery there is 
enough space for all.!!!!
in m:! ! ! 3x3x3!
! ! ! 6x6x3!
! ! ! 6x6x6!
              !        18x18x3!
!                   18x18x6!
!                   18x18x12!
!                   36x36x6!
! !        36x36x12!!
! !        36x18x6 (12)!
! !        36x 6x 6 !
! !        18x 6x 6!
! !          6x 3x 3!!!!!!!!!!
please don`t hesitate to ask for 
detailed informations, the 
architectural and urban design


